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Cavity detection (e.g., bomb shelters, collapsed tunnels, old mineworkings,
natural cave systems, sinkholes and other solution features etc)
Density determination
Mineral exploration
Locating buried tanks and reservoirs

Basic Theory
Different subsurface materials have different bulk
densities. Microgravity surveys seek to detect areas
of contrasting or anomalous density by collecting
surface measurements of the Earth’s gravitational
field.

Host rock

A gravity meter is a highly sensitive instrument that
measures the acceleration due to gravity. When
positioned above a dense material it records the
acceleration (g) as a relative high (a positive gravity
anomaly). When positioned above a low density
feature (e.g. an air filled cavity) a relative gravity low
(or negative gravity anomaly) is recorded.

Air-filled void

The diagram to the left shows a negative gravity
anomaly arising from an air-filled void (sphere) with a
radius of 2m and a depth to centre of 3m.
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The density of the host rock = 2.5 Mg/m

Data Acquisition
Gravity anomalies arising from natural or manmade
subsurface features such as voids and cavities are
superimposed on much larger variations due to
height, latitude and regional geological variations. In
order to isolate the subtle signal of interest, careful
data acquisition and processing is required.
For a successful survey it is imperative that the
highest quality of data is collected. Micro-gravity
surveys are particularly sensitive to the data
collection methodology which must be carefully
tailored to the site and environmental conditions, as
well as being appropriate to the survey target.

Scintrex CG-5 Gravimeter

Data Processing and Presentation
Data recorded on site should include accurate
position and height measurements for each
recording station, and number of readings at each
station from which to evaluate data quality, and a
number of repeated recording stations at known
time intervals from which to determine the
repeatability of the results. Sufficient QC data are
required to correct for factors such as earth tides,
instrument drift, and other time variant effects.
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Corrections are made for variations in latitude
elevation, local terrain and regional geology. The
result is a residual microgravity map from which both
qualitative and quantitative interpretations may be
derived.
An accurate micro-gravity anomaly map can be used
to calculate the location, depth density contrast and
therefore volume of the subsurface feature.

MICROGRAVITY
Data Examples
1 Microgravity survey along the proposed route of a bypass to detect voids & poorly consolidated ground
The geology of the site comprised approximately 14m of glacial till
overlying limestone bedrock. The general area is known to be
susceptible to poor ground conditions and voids associated with natural
cavities in the limestone.
The microgravity survey (see left) identified areas of low subsurface
density, which were subsequently targeted by a conventional borehole
investigation. These areas are outlined in black on the map.
A detailed ground model constructed from borehole data
allowed a synthetic gravity map to be calculated for
comparison with the measured gravity. Poorly consolidated
ground, depth to bedrock and surface topographic effects
could be isolated and a clear interpretation of subsurface
conditions presented to the project engineer.
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The detailed borehole investigation of one
of the major anomalies identified in this data
set allowed, through some simple and quick
calculations, a cause and effect link to be
proven between ground c o n d i t i o n s
and the microgravity survey results.
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A Bouguer anomaly map of the survey area.
Regions of poorly consolidated ground
are outlined in black.
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Microgravity survey over voids caused by chalk solution
features in the grounds of a school

The trigger event for the investigation was the
formation of a small 1.3m deep hole in one corner of a
school playground (see photo below). The hole had
the characteristics of a small doline. The site is within
an area known to be affected by natural voids within
the chalk bedrock, which lies at about 7m depth.

The anomalies are
interpreted to represent
possible solution features
in the chalk bedrock

The results of the microgravity survey (below right)
show a number of areas of low density ground. A
subsequent intrusive survey comprising dynamic
probing confirmed very weak or voided ground at
these locations therefore successfully pinpointing all
the problem areas needed for remedial works.
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